LEED Certification

PRODUCT: Pumadeq N-FLEECE

MR - CREDIT 4.x – RECYCLED CONTENT
RECYCLED CONTENT (POST-CONSUMER): 0%
RECYCLED CONTENT (POST-INDUSTRIAL): 0%

MR - CREDIT 5.x– REGIONAL MATERIALS
EXTRACTION SITE: Raw materials are sourced to Henry from various North American sources and extraction site of raw materials may vary without notice. As a result, the extraction site of materials used to manufacture this product is undetermined.

MANUFACTURING SITE: 485 Des Erables, St-Elazear de Beauce Quebec, Canada, G0S 2J0

MR- CREDIT 6 AND 7 – RAPIDLY RENEWABLE MATERIALS AND CERTIFIED WOOD
This product does not contain rapidly renewable materials or certified wood

VOC CONTENT: 0 g/L calculated less water